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Made from steel, with a choice of standard and custom options,
Corten Studio planters and bench systems are the perfect solution
for modern roof terraces, podiums, public areas and private gardens.
Creating enjoyable, practical spaces in urban areas has its challenges,
but with versatile and high-quality designs, Corten Studio planters are
an ideal way to define plants, trees, and green spaces.
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Living walls behind our planters and benches are
a great way to liven up pathways and walkways.
Check out this amazing installation we did for an
office building entrance way.

Talk to us about our custom retaining wall systems
we can create from corten steel — here is a recent
project showing how we brought to life a staircase
between office buildings.
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Corten Studio integrated bench and planters
for this rooftop terrace
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Merge Modular

Merge Modular is a system of connecting planter

F E AT U R E S

COMPONENTS

components designed to be fastened together, suiting

A. Double return top lip provides

1. Variable or Curved Corner

a specific site plan or design. These components are
each highly customizable, with adjustable dimensions
in planter height and width. The system includes
four primary components that behave modularly to
create one larger configuration. Each Merge part is
reinforced internally for added strength, contributing
to the whole once each part is fastened together.

strength to planter wall and

2. Right Angle Corner

accommodates internal

3. Central Component

gusseting.

4. End Component

B. Variable angle includes acute
angles up to 13 degrees as well
as curves.
C. Planter bottom includes
laser cut drainage holes and
optional anchor points.
D. Internal Merge brackets
provide strength to the
planter component and
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anchor points for fastening.
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Merge Edging

Merge Edging is a system of single walled connecting

F E AT U R E S

COMPONENTS

components designed to be integrated together,

A. Double return top lip provides

1. Variable or Curved Angle

suiting a specific site plan or design for enclosed or
elevated landscaped areas. These components are
highly customizable, with angles and curves, variable
dimensions in height and width. The system includes
four primary components that fit together modularly

strength to planter wall and

2. Cap

accommodates internal

3. Right Angle

gusseting.

4. Variable Central

B. Variable angle includes acute
angles up to 13 degrees as well
as curves.

to create one larger configuration. Each component is

C. Edging bottom includes laser

reinforced internally for added strength, contributing

cut anchor holes, optional

to the whole once each part is fastened together.

drainage, kicks, and more.
D. Internal Merge brackets
provide strength to the
planter component and
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anchor points for fastening.
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Merge Seating

Merge Seating was designed to be a modular

F E AT U R E S

COMPONENTS

component of the Merge Planter System but also

A. End to end wood

1. Bench Base: Welded

holds its own as a stand-alone seating piece if
needed. Minimal, elegant, and classic, this series of
benches feature a simple base and a bench top with
wood that is used in both “end to end” and “front to
back” configurations. The Merge Seating size options
are determined by the custom profiled timber we use
to build them so that proportions remain consistent
and thoughtful.

configuration runs the length

Aluminum or Steel

of a bench up to 6’, providing

2. Bench Top: Welded

a subtle reveal between
elements.

Aluminum or Steel
3. Thermally Modified Timber

B. Front to back configuration
allows for longer seamless
bench tops.
C. Merge seating connects to
edging and modular planters
in a way that integrates
elements together as one.
D. Seating bases are powder
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coated to match a modular
planter program or as a standalone piece.
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Bespoke Planters

Bespoke Seating

Cultivating collaborative relationships is at the
heart of our approach to design and business. We
see clients as partners who come to Corten Studio
to help them meet challenges and fully realize their
planters and street furniture design vision. We bring
extensive expertise in metalworking and design to
the table, with an attitude that anything can be done
and done well. It is part of our DNA and company
culture that “No” does not exist. “I have been made
to figure things out and to do something new and
different all the time. ’No’ does not exist here. Come
to us with your project challenges, and we can figure
it out.” – Charles Markham CEO and Founder at
Corten Studio
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Urban Series

Designed for durability and performance, our Urban
Series Planters for commercial and residential
projects are made from heavy-gauge, marine grade,
recycled 5052 Aluminum Alloy that is also used for
boat and ship building. The Urban Series is hand
crafted metal planters featuring a customizable
weather resistant finish. A range of robust top lip
and gusset options adds strength to the planter
wall, producing an incredibly durable product. Add
drainage, kicks, castors and lighting to your planter.
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Talk to us about our custom street furniture fabrication
capabilities. We created this amazing table setup between
our planters, providing a relaxing and fun area to have lunch
or break out and have a team strategy meeting outdoors.

Talk to us about our reclaimed cedar stools and outdoor
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collaboration seating. We are much more than just planters.
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Check out our snake bench integrated
with our planters.

It’s in the details...our products are made with
the utmost of care and precision ensuring a
perfect install and finished built in look.
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Finish Options
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES WITH CORTEN STUDIO FINISHES

Metal Finishes

When we started creating custom planters 5 years ago,
corten steel was at the hottest it ever has been. We now

Powdercoat Finishes

In addition to metal material choices, we have invested
heavily to bring you over 300+ RAL powder coat finishes

have created endless design possibilities by offering

to choose from when designing your project’s planters.

not only corten, but we can create our planters from
aluminum, steel, stainless steel, and even brass or copper

Please see below a list of some of our more

sheet if required.

popular finishes we offer.

Please see the below list of some of our more

If you don’t see the color you are looking for, please

popular finishes we offer:

visit www.ralcolor.net for more information or contact a
member of our sales to order samples.

CORTEN

ALUMINUM

STEEL

S OY B E A N

ARCHITECTURAL

ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE

S I LV E R

(LIGHT)

ARCHITECTURAL

ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE

CHARCOAL

WHITE

(DARK)

G R AY

+300 MORE
RAL powder coat finishes
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Design construction drawings
Onsite online technical support
Installation guides
Network of preferred installers
www.cortenstudio.com
Tel: 310-674-4202
hello@ cortenstudio.com
Pinterest — @ cortenstudio
LinkedIn — Corten Studio
Facebook — @ cortenstudio
Instagram — @ cortenstudio

